Case Study

Time Machine® Solutions for HP/UX
About Acorn Technology, Inc.
Acorn Technology, Inc. evaluates and implements critical personalization applications
for clients within the financial transaction and healthcare service sectors.

Acorn Technology's Challenge
At the onset of a project with a major pharmaceutical client, Acorn’s QA team faced a
number of issues regarding testing dates on their HP/UX system. First, they were
charged with testing multiple scenarios by various QA engineers without having to
purchase additional hardware. Secondly, Acorn needed to batch up test runs so that
test scenarios could run during off-peak hours when computing resources were
available. And finally, Acorn had to use the testing tool immediately in the life cycle of
the project. This would enable developers as well as QA engineers to be more
productive and lower the training costs surrounding yet another learning curve.

Time Machine Solution

About Solution-Soft
Solution-Soft is the leading provider
of Intelligent Data Optimization
(IDO) solutions, which address the
urgent need for management of
business-critical applications and
data. IDO solutions facilitate
application deployment, automated
data compression, secured data
transfer and migration that optimize
cost, availability, scalability, and
performance. The flag-ship Time
Machine product is a proven
solution for enterprises to ensure
mission critical applications such as
ERP and CRM are delivered ontime and within budget. SolutionSoft works closely with top-tiered
consultant partners around the
world in all industry to achieve
clients' business objectives with
ultimate ROI. Founded in 1993,
Solution-Soft is privately held and
based in Silicon Valley, CA, USA.

Time Machine’s versatility makes it useful for “what-if” scenarios to evaluate and test
time-programmed events and activities such as end-of-month or quarterly reports.
Users simply login using the correct time, then the server processes are selected to run
under different user-specified time settings. As a result, new software is easily tested
for date and time verification and “triggering.”
Prior to selecting Time Machine, Acorn’s project team had considered building a PERLbased tool with only 60% of Time Machine’s functionality. And unfortunately, with
maintenance and resource constraints, Acorn needed an immediate solution.
Joel Kosmich, QA Practice Director at Acorn Technology said, “Once we determined its
capabilities and installed Time Machine, it was being used in the QA cycle the very
next day and received positive feedback from team members. Time Machine saved us
2-4 months of effort as well as $92,000 in overall domain costs for this particular
project. I look forward to using Time Machine for any of our future projects that have
tight deadlines regarding time manipulations.”
Contact
For more information about Solution-Soft's products and services, call the Solution-Soft Sales
Hotline at +1.408.346.1424, or toll-free at +1.888.884.7337.
For general information, call +1.408.346.1400. To access information online, visit us at
www.solution-soft.com.
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